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Several socket types available
As throughout the world various kinds of sockets are in use, we 
designed PowerCubes for a variety of different socket types. 
On the next page of this brochure you can find what version is 
suitable for your country.

Mounting system
Both|Extended| versions of the PowerCube come with a 
stick-on mounting system. 
With the included mount, the |Extended| versions of the 
PowerCube can be placed anywhere: on your desk, wall-
mounted, ...the options are endless. 

We carefully selected the sticky tape to be as powerful 
as possible, and yet leave no traces if you would ever 
decide to remove it, which is as easy as mounting it: just 
pull the tabs and the dock will come off. 

Award-winning design
The PowerCube product family 
won several awards, amongst 
which the coveted Red Dot 
award, a prize for good industrial 
design.

DUO USB-output
The USB-versions of the PowerCube comes with a 
powered dual USB ports, enabling you to charge a 
wide variety of devices, including tablet computers 
(like the iPad) and smartphones.

CableFix 
Besides a docking station, both |
Extended| versions of the 
PowerCube also include a CableFix, 
to align the power cord neatly.

Safety
All types of the PowerCube are 
thoroughly tested, and certified 
depending on the standards that 
are applicable within your 
region. Also, all contacts are 
grounded and child-proof.

Twist and lock

the PowerCube
No obstructions
Plugs cannot obstruct 
each other, as each plug 
connects to a different 
side of the PowerCube.



Throughout the world, many types of electrical outlets are in use. As you can see on the map 
beneath, we offer the majority of socket types. All these types are identified by a letter, beneath 
the map you can see what letter corresponds to your country:

Type A Type B Type D Type E Type F Type G Type I Type A/I Type N Type O (B/C)

Socket types



PowerCube ReWirable DUO USB 

The PowerCube ReWirable DUO USB: a different standard for travel adapters

Travel adapters have several shortcomings:

• safety: most travel adapters cannot be certified because of their dimensions
• only one outlet: nowadays we probably carry more than one electronic device with us.
• we believe more consumers use travel adapters to plug their home device into a foreign socket, 

than a foreign plug to a home socket. Think about it… and look what is available on the market.
• optimal use; as product designers we hate it when products are not used frequently. 

With travel adapters this is the case: when returning home they end up in a drawer. Such a waste!

Therefore it is clear that a different standard is required for the travel market: the PowerCube ReWirable DUO USB.

Universal socket - plug connection
The PowerCube ReWirable DUO USB comes with a 
worldwide standard receptacle (fused for max 6A). 
Plug in an old computer cable and 
convert your PowerCube into an extension cord.

included 1m 3-pin IEC Schuko cable



A new level of environmental friendliness
The PowerCube ReWirable sets a different standard for “green” products. We all know about 
recycling, which will degrade the product and material. Much more green is re-using old products! 

Almost everyone has a drawer full of cables from old computers, printers, monitors, scanners, fax machines, 
etc. Why not turn them into power extension cords? In addition, you can choose your own cable length.

And in case you will be going on a trip, plug out the cable and use a cable with the plug of the country you 
will be travelling to. Therefore you will never lose a travel adapter again, as you can use it as a standard 
power strip when you are at home. Optimal use of a product!

PowerCube ReWirable DUO USB
This version features 4 additional power outlets. Despite its compact design, power plugs are unlikely to 
block one another. At the back, the common IEC adapter can be found, so that you can use it with the 
additional plugs - or any cable you have laying around! Also offers the PowerCube ReWirable DUO USB
offers a dual USB-output. These USB ports enable the user to charge a cellphone, camera, MP3-
player, GPS, etc... Nearly all electronic devices nowadays offer a USB-charging option.

technical specifications

USB output  (V) 2 x 5V

USB output (mA) 2100 mA (10W)*

Voltage 100-240V; 6A

Cable length IEC Schuko cable 1m

Fuse Yes

Outlets 4

Available socket types Type A, B, D, E, F, G, I, A/I, N, O

Available plugs DE/FR, UK, USA, AU 

Standard color** Orchid Purple / Grey Compatible with    
iPhone
iPod
iPad

*   Able to charge all USB-charge enabled devices, including the iPhone and iPad

** MOQ Customized packaging 5.000 pcs. 
   MOQ Changing PMS color socket 5.000 pcs. 
    MOQ Changing PMS color case 5.000 pcs.



PowerCube Extended DUO USB 

PowerCube Extended DUO USB
This is the most extensive version of the PowerCube. It has a standard 1.5 meter extension cord fitted 
to it, so it can be mounted anywhere to have a power outlet within reach. To do this, a stick-on dock 
is included. An ideal location is your desktop: there is no more need to duck beneath your desk to plug in 
your laptop! This PowerCube also includes 2 powered USB ports, so your mobile devices (including tablet 
computers!) can be recharged from your desktop.

technical specifications

USB output  (V) 2 x 5V

USB output (mA) 2100 mA (10W)*

Voltage 100-240V;13-16A**

Cable length 1.5 - 3m

Mounting system included

CableFix included

Outlets 4

Available socket types Type A, B, E, F, G, I, A/I, N

Standard color*** Trolley Grey / Kelly Green  
Cobalt Blue / Boston Red

*    Able to charge all USB-charge enabled devices, including the iPhone and iPad

*** Depends on local legislation

*** MOQ Customized packaging 5.000 pcs. 
     MOQ Changing PMS color socket 5.000 pcs. 
      MOQ Changing PMS color case 5.000 pcs.DUO USB-output

The PowerCube Extended DUO USB comes with a 
powered dual USB ports. This enables you to charge 
a wide variety of devices, including tablet 
computers (like the iPad) and smartphones, right 
from your desktop without the need to power up a 
laptop or using a separate charger.

Also available in:

Compatible with    
iPhone
iPod
iPad



PowerBranding

Position 1

Position 2

Position 3

Position 1 49 mm x 27 mm

Position 2 25 mm x 25 mm

Position 3 59 mm x 8 mm

Socket Color:Positions/max logo size :

Trolley Grey / Cool Grey 10c

Orchid Purple / PMS 2612c

Kelly Green / PMS 356c

Cobalt Blue / PMS 287c

Boston Red / PMS 186c

artwork requirements: EPS / PDF / AI (vectorized)



Packaging
The packaging is very important, as it is the first impression a potential buyer gets of our products. 

Therefore, we put as much care in the packaging design as into the design of our products. The 
packaging of most of our products is made of high quality polypropylene, a recyclable material known 
for its strength and qualitative appeal. Also, several parts of the packaging are semi-transparent or 
even cut-out. This will prevent it from being opened on the shelves, as customers may want to check 
the product and its color before buying it. Also, if one of the sockets is open, it is very easy to check 
what socket version you are buying! 

Packaging
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Extended DUO USB
Extended 
DUO USB Article Code Color Box qty

1406GN/
DEEUPC

Kelly Green
PMS 356c

25

1406BL/
DEEUPC

Cobalt Blue
PMS 287c

1406RD/
DEEUPC

Boston Red
PMS 186c

1406GY/
DEEUPC

Trolley Grey
Cool Grey 10c
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ReWirable DUO USB
ReWirable DUO 

USB + 3x plugs + 
IEC cable

Article 
Code Color Box 

qty

1811OP/
DERU3P

Orchid 

Purple
PMS 2612

25

1811GY/
DERU3P

Trolley Grey 
PMS

Cool Grey 10c
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Power USB cable 

technical specifications

Rated DC 2.4A

Cable length 1.5m

Certification CE

Standard color Wyoming White

Multitasking 
Besides charging devices, it also allows fast data transfer. 
For example, you can connect your device to a computer to 
transfer files, or synchronize music between your phone and laptop. 

One cable for all devices 
All you need is one Power USB cable to charge  
your devices that have different connectors  
(USB Type-C/ Apple® Lightning/Micro-USB). 

No entanglement
The flat design of the Power USB cable makes it  
much less likely that the cord will entangle.

Freedom of movement 
No more hassle (or “wall-hugging”) because of 
the 1.5m cable. This will give you the freedom to 
use your device while charging.
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Power USB cable
Power USB 

cable Article Code Color Box qty

9003WT/
USBC15 

Wyoming 

White
50
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.

Controls
The audioCube features clearly
indicated buttons, where you
can access all basic controls
(pause/play, volume, previous/next
song and scan for pairing) with a
single touch and all controls have
clear audio feedback. If you want
to control from a distance the audioCube features
Bluetooth connectivity to make it easy.

 

the AudioCube

A surround sound experience
Most speakers are unidirectional,
meaning the best sound is only directly
in front of the device. Because the
audioCube uses omnidirectional
speakers, the sound penetrates air space, 
without any dead spots. We created a 360° audio
experience, where the sound interacts with the room.
The audioCube is the best portable Bluetooth speaker for
your home, it is the perfect centerpiece for any gathering. 

Bass
The audioCube has incredible bass,
especially for its size. This is futher
amplified by a vibrating plane, which
also doubles as an On/Off switch. There
is also an integrated LED so you can
easily see whether the product is on or off.

No external adapter required
The audioCube also offers an
integrated power circuit, meaning
that no bulky external power
adapter is required, making it easy
to place and charge anywhere. 

Internal battery
The audioCube |Portable| also has an internal battery
life up to 12 hours for situations and events where no
power outlet is available. If you are looking for the best
portable speaker to take on the go the audioCube will
last longer than other portable wireless speakers of
similar size. 



technical specifications audioCube

Voltage 100-250V~

Cord Length 1 m

Speakers (W) 4 + bass (30W)

Dimensions 11 x 11 x 11 cm

Connection Bluetooth 4.0 & 3.5mm Jack

Standard color Light black

Battery No

technical specifications audioCube | Portable

Voltage 100-250V~

Cord Length 1 m

Speakers (W) 4 + bass (30W)

Dimensions 11 x 11 x 11 cm

Connection Bluetooth 4.0 & 3.5mm Jack

Standard color White or Wood 

Battery Yes, up to 12h

90dB (standard: good speaker shouln't be lower than 70dB, HIFI>110dB)
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Bluetooth 
pairing button

AudioCube Portable Wood
AudioCube

Wood Article Code Color Box qty

3702/
EUACWD Wooden 10

360° sound 
Powerful subwoofer 

built-in adapter

With one speaker 
facing downwards 

the surface will 
amplify the sound

Your logo  
printed  
on the 

angled top
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AudioCube
AudioCube
Stationary Article Code Color Box qty

360° sound 
Powerful subwoofer 

With one speaker 
facing downwards 

the surface will 
amplify the sound

Your logo  
printed  
on the 

angled top

3802BK/
EUACUB

Black/
Orange 10
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Bluetooth 
pairing button

Your Logo

AudioCube Portable
AudioCube

Portable Article Code Color Box qty

3902WT/
EUACPT

White/
Orange 10

360° sound 
Powerful subwoofer 

built-in adapter
internal battery

With one speaker 
facing downwards 

the surface will 
amplify the sound

Your logo  
printed  
on the 

angled top



DAX 
DAX

Vibrant Experience
To add a touch of magic, DAX highlights the cascading gesture with
a splash of vibrant colors. DAX makes accessing cards not just easy,
but also enjoyable and aesthetically delighting.
Thin yet Durable
DAX is constructed from a fabric that is durable and water repellent.
Most importantly, it looks great and feels amazing in the hand.
Functionality
DAX holds up to 5 cards in its main compartment. Got extra card or 
emergency cash? Fear not, DAX comes with a handy slot behind.
Just pull and pay
DAX is the first cascading pull tab wallet in the world. With a simple
pull, watch as your cards cascade neatly in front of you. DAX makes
accessing cards not just easy but also enjoyable.
Cutting edge details
With the use of laser cutting techniques, it allows us to leave the
edges bare yet clean, creating a crisp and modern aesthetic. 

DAX Leather

A brand new luxurious experience
DAX leather is a new variation of DAX, the first cascading pull tab wallet
in the world. DAX makes accessing cards not just easy but also
enjoyable. Meanwhile, with DAX leather we set a higher standard with
its originality to bring you a brand new luxurious experience.
Low-key luxury
The brand new DAX leather is a handmade wallet. We took care of
every single detail to ensure perfect craftsmanship and brought you a
classic yet innovative version of DAX that feels even better in your
hands!
Thin yet functional
Just like DAX, DAX leather holds up to 5 cards in its main compartment,
and an extra slot at the back to put an extra card or cash.

technical specifications DAX

Material Skin: Polyester + PU; Cards: PP | Leather (on request: Microfiber leather)

Dimension 115x75mm

Color Leather brown,  Blue-Grey, Grey-Black, Red-Black, Red-Grey 
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DAX 
DAX
Microfiber Article Code Color Box qty

DH0018BN/
DXWLRL

Real leather
brown

DAX - 100
DH0003BLGY/

DAXWLT
Blue grey

DH0003GYBK/
DAXWLT

Grey black

DH0003PPGY/
DAXWLT

DH0003RDBK/
DAXWLT

Purple grey

Red black
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Leather - 50



Heng Balance Lamp 
Heng Balance lamp

In balance
“Heng Balance Lamp” is a series of desk lamps with a twist: where
most lamps have a standard switch the Heng Balance Lamp is
controlled by two balls. When you lift the lower ball, it will be
attracted by the hanging one and remain suspended in mid-air,
switching on the light.
Versatile
This creative small lamp is suitable for the study, bedroom, etc. Most
types of rooms will benefit from this lamp, as besides a source of light
it is also a piece of art.
Design
We adopted a design where the lighting element is embedded into
the frame so the light can find its way out. The gentle curve makes it
easy to the eye and calming.
Materials 
The frame of the lamp is made of ABS plastic. This is a high-quality
material with unique advantages: the ABS plastic version is available
in multiple colors and offers a modern touch. 

technical specifications

Material

Weight 928 grams

Voltage input 100-240V output 5V/1A

Dimensons 200 x 400 x 70 mm (ellipse)

Brightness 150 Lumen

Light color warm white (2500-2700K)

Colors black, white, red

ABS

The  lamps cannot  be  changed
in  the  luminaire.

Allocacoc

L
E
D

DH0040/HBLEUB

874/2012

Wattage 5W



Heng Balance Lamp Ellipse
Heng Balance
Lamp Ellipse

Article 
Code Color

DH0040BK/
HBLEUB

Black

DH0040WT/
HBLEUB

White  

DH0040RD/
HBLEUB

Red  
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How many PowerCubes can be combined? 

In theory, the PowerCube can be extended infinitely, as long as the devices you connect do not draw 
more than the rating specified on the product. However, we recommend you to attach no more than 
two PowerCubes to one mounted PowerCube.

Frequently Asked Questions

Is the PowerCube safe to use with a power hungry device, like e.g. a microwave?

The PowerCube is as safe as any other power outlet, and built to last. Also, the PowerCube is fully 
grounded, and all sockets are child-proof.

What differentiates the PowerCube from other power strips?

What differentiates the PowerCube is its versatility: it can be mounted anywhere with the unique 
docking system. Besides this, the PowerCube’s design also ensures that plugs cannot block one 
another. So we created a completely new user experience for an existing product, making it user-
friendly and more versatile.

Where can I find more information on the products of PowerCubes?

You are welcome to visit our website at www.powercubes.eu. If you have more questions or would like us 
to assist you in any other way, please mail us at info@powercubes.eu.

How long does it take to charge a device via the USB-output?

The USB ports provide 2.1A of power combined, quadruple the USB standard of 0.5A. As a result the 
charging time will be shorter than charging via a USB port on your computer. There is a built-in chip which 
detects how many devices are connected and adjusts the output according to this. So if only one device 
is connected, it will be able to use the full 2.1A output. If two are connected, they share this total output.
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